Mathematics Teachers’ Perceptions of the Introduction of ICT: The Relationship between Motivation and Use in the Teaching Function
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Abstract: Digital self-efficacy and the amount of perceived support from the school can improve teachers’ motivation to increase the use of information and communication technology (ICT) in the classroom. Likewise, attitude, perception, gender, and experience of mathematics teachers are factors that influence their use of ICT. This study aimed to analyze the profiles of mathematics teachers, determine the existence of differences between them, and identify the sample size necessary to detect significant differences. A total of 73 high school teachers were included in this cross-sectional study. Teaching practice, ICT resources, ICT in the classroom, skills, and uses of ICT were assessed through a validated 19-item questionnaire. Statistical analysis revealed that the required sample to detect significant differences was 53 subjects. Further, 67.21% of the mathematics teachers surveyed in Melilla were younger than 40 years of age, and 62.30% had less than 6 years of teaching experience. In addition, 81.97 and 47.54% of mathematics teachers stated that they consider themselves to have sufficient ICT resources at home for their work and in the classroom, respectively. Through different clusters, mathematics teachers can be identified and classified according to their motivational and competence profiles in pedagogical and digital areas. In addition, young teachers with some teaching experience had positive perceptions of technology, as reflected by high scores in the motivation indicator for ICT.
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1. Introduction

The statistical report of the Society of Information and Communication in non-university Spanish educational centers shows that during the 2018–2019 academic year, the percentage of classrooms with an internet connection was 96.8%, and 94.3% had a wireless connection. In addition, the average number of teachers per computer was 1.9, and half of the available equipment corresponded to laptops and tablets. Moreover, 60.1% of classrooms had interactive digital systems (IDS), which include digital interactive whiteboards (IWB), multi-touch tables, interactive panels, and interactive TVs. The percentage of centers that intervened in educational experiences with technology was 37.5%, of which 50.5% were secondary schools and 40.6% were vocational training facilities. The use of mobile phones in the classroom for educational purposes was 43.0% at the secondary level and 51.3%
at the post-16 educational level [1]. The above data may suggest that information and communication technology (ICT) is important for educational purposes.

1.1. The Teaching of Mathematics

Chevallard (2005) defines didactics as the science of knowledge dissemination in any social group and studies elements of local or global praxeologies [2]. Each praxeology is composed of tasks, techniques, technologies, and a theory that justifies these technologies. In mathematics didactics, mathematical knowledge is acquired through learning and solving mathematical problems by means of the conceptual component of the schemes [3]. This knowledge is structured in differentiated constructs according to the theories of Brousseau and Chevallard, but the latter stresses the institutional conditioning factors in the didactics of mathematics [4]. During the resolution of mathematical problems, it is necessary to reflect on the most appropriate procedure and to analyze and distinguish the data, favoring the significant learning of the students [4]. For this purpose, teachers must be trained and must use tools and resources related to the didactics of mathematics [5].

Lagrange (2003) addresses the integration of technology in the didactics of mathematics and considers four key dimensions: student, teacher, tool, and mathematics [6]. From this study, seven central theoretical ideas that have influenced numerous subsequent studies are highlighted: the instrumental approach to the use of tools, instrumental genesis, pragmatic-epistemic duality, the technical–conceptual connection, work, the relationship between pencil and pencil versus digitally instrumented technique, the institutional aspect, and theory networking [7].

In the didactics of mathematics, the use of appropriate technologies facilitates the understanding of procedures and the distinction of the most relevant data [8]. In addition, mathematical developments in dynamic technologies promote new mathematical practices in different contexts such as dynamic geometry, statistics, and robotics [9]. On the other hand, Moreno et al. (2018) identify three ways to integrate technological resources: 1. paying more attention to the results than to the solution process and giving less importance to students’ mathematical activity; 2. organizing a lesson plan taking into account mathematical activity and taking advantage of technological resources in problem solving; 3. using only dynamic representations of problems to show mathematical relationships [10].

In this sense, the most effective teachers establish pedagogical relations between content and technology through instrumental genesis [11]. The process in which an artefact becomes an instrument is called instrumental genesis [6]. It can also be defined as the shaping of thought that describes the process of how an artefact becomes an instrument and shows the procedures in which technologies support the learning of mathematics [12]. The instrumental genesis for teaching mathematics through technology is a complex process that requires time [13].

In general, studies that analyze technologies in the didactics of mathematics have focused on: the digital tools used, the pedagogical bases and objectives of the activities, and the levels of integration of technology in mathematics teaching [14]. However, since the beginning, there has been a disparity with respect to the theoretical frameworks used in the design of technological tools and the realization of research with these tools [6], making it difficult to generalize conclusions. In this sense, the figure of the teacher is essential for the adequate integration of ICT in the teaching of mathematics [15].

It has been shown that the incorporation of ICT into teaching practices is conditioned by various factors, such as the characteristics and quantity of available technological resources [16]. In spite of the fact that technology endowments are important in secondary schools [1] and at higher education levels [17], teachers usually have a low or medium level of digital competence [18]. However, perceptions, attitudes, and methodological uses of ICT are factors to be taken into account [19], and also, uses differentiated by gender [20], age, and teaching experience have been observed [17].

1.2. Attitudes towards ICT

The perceptions that teachers have towards ICT is one of the factors that influence its use [19]. However, attitude is another conditioning factor. Attitude can be defined as a guide to teacher behavior,
consistent with their perceptions [21]. A recent study classified attitudes into three dimensions: active, cognitive, and behavioral [22]. The active dimension involves the feelings and emotions that stimulate decision making. Regarding the cognitive dimension, it is maintained by the beliefs and values associated with the experience of each teacher. Finally, the behavioral dimension focuses on the behaviors and intentions of the teacher in the face of a certain circumstance in which they must act [23]. Conditioning factors can be classified into the following categories: knowledge, attitude, and skills [24].

However, the support perceived by the teacher drives the incorporation of pedagogical ICT resources [25]. Furthermore, digital competence and motivation are correlated with their integration in the classroom [26]. Self-determination is one of the most influential motivational models for improving the perception of technology [27]. In this sense, digital self-efficacy and the support perceived by an educational center can improve the motivation of teachers and their commitment to design innovative training programs [27]. Training is another factor that affects the perception of technology and the incorporation of ICT into teaching practices [28].

1.3. Use of ICT

In recent years, education has undergone a substantial transformation as a consequence of the effect of ICT [29,30]. Methodological strategies have been developed thanks to technology, strengthening active methodologies. These include the flipped classroom [31–33], game-based learning [34–36], and project- or problem-based learning [37,38]. Different studies have analyzed the use of ICT for teaching mathematics in primary schools [35,39,40], secondary schools [33,41], and for higher level studies [38]. The importance of their integration has even been shown in classrooms with students with disabilities [42].

The available literature postulates that the proper use of ICT benefits collaborative work [37] and student learning [43,44] and has an impact on their academic performance [17,45]. Nevertheless, teachers continue to use traditional methodologies with textbooks and boards [30]. They make limited use of technology, using it mainly for searching on the Internet for information or for administrative purposes [46]. Regarding IWBs, they mainly use them as a tool for lesson delivery in the classroom [47] and do not take their pedagogical potential into account [18,48]. This teacher-centered approach to teaching does not encourage participatory and collaborative work by students [49], nor does it take advantage of the innovative functions of IWBs [50]. Similarly, teachers do not incorporate current educational technologies into their teaching practices in order to improve them [19].

ICT reinforces cognitive and creative abilities as well as communicative skills, but technology alone does not add value [51]. The highest performance is observed if the teacher brings together technological, pedagogical, and integration efficiencies in its three domains [52]. In this regard, the success of ICT in education depends a lot on the digital autonomy acquired by teachers because of their digital competence, professional development, and the training provided to teachers [53].

However, it has been observed that technology has negative effects on the teaching–learning process. The teaching process is affected, among other factors, by the negative effect of technostress (stress associated with technology) on teachers [54]. Technostressors associated with insecurity, uncertainty, invasion, complexity, and overload significantly affect teacher burnout and professional performance [55]. These effects have a greater impact on older teachers [54], but no gender differences have been observed [55]. Self-efficacy significantly reduces the effects of technostressors [56]. As for students, no negative effects of technology caused by technostress on students when using mobile devices have been shown [57]. On the other hand, previous findings revealed a negative impact of ICT methods that require active participation by students [58]. This negative effect is significantly reduced if teachers have a high level of digital competence [58].
1.4. Age, Gender, and Teaching Experience

Preservice teachers show more favorable attitudes towards the use of ICT in the classroom [21]. However, they lack digital skills that include lifelong learning, the optimal use of ICT, and their implementation of active methodologies [59]. In general, they show skills acquired during their time as students, such as browsing, interacting, sharing information, and storing and retrieving data and digital content [60]. In this sense, the teaching experience is negatively correlated with digital competence and with its integration and pedagogical use in the classroom [26,61]. Furthermore, it has been postulated that age and teaching experience do not influence attitudes towards technology, although in higher education, the use of technology is more widely accepted by university lecturers [23].

Regarding gender, a recent report by the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) pointed out a significant difference in favor of male teachers regarding the use of ICT in almost all countries of study [62]. Gender differences are attributed to a low level of confidence in the use of technology by women [63]. It has been concluded that female teachers make less use of IWBs than male teachers [20]. In [47], it was stated that male teachers have a greater ability to solve technical problems, encouraging the use of ICT in the classroom. Furthermore, male teachers show lower levels of anxiety and greater confidence than female teachers [64].

However, a recent study on teachers' perceptions and uses of ICT showed that gender differences are not significant in terms of the pedagogical use of ICT [65]. Nevertheless, differences of little significance have been observed in favor of female teachers regarding ICT teaching [63]. Therefore, it is necessary to structure training programs that promote the participation of women to eliminate the digital gender gap [66].

1.5. Justification

The early education and training drop-out rate measures the proportion of 18–24-year-old youngsters who dropped out of high school and did not continue their training. The data source is provided by Eurostat, from the Labour Force Survey (LFS), based on annual averages of quarterly data. In 2018, the early drop-out rate in the European Union was 10.6%; in Spain, it was 17.9%. The highest rate of early school drop-out is in the Autonomous City of Melilla 29.5%. This is 11.6 percentage points above the national average. These results are not occasional; in 2010, it was 35.4%, and in 2002, it was 28.0%. The city also has the highest ratios per classroom in Spain and Europe [67].

Carried out focusing on Melilla’s students and mathematics teachers. It is considered appropriate to analyze the mathematics teachers as one of the factors that have a significant impact on the students and their academic performance [39]. In the present study, the relationship between mathematics teachers and ICTs has deepened, by analyzing the possible influence of mathematics teachers’ perceptions of ICTs, and their motivation for their pedagogical use in the classroom. For this purpose, some items of the dimensions—B. Mathematics and Teaching Practice and C. ICT in the Teacher’s Environment—are analyzed.

Taking into consideration the mentioned background, the present study pursues the following objectives: (1) to determine the sample size necessary to detect significant differences; (2) to analyze mathematics teachers’ perceptions and motivations regarding ICT; (3) to identify the clusters that allow for teachers to be grouped regarding their perceptions. In order to achieve the these objectives, the following research questions were posed: PI1: Does the sample obtained allow detecting significant differences?; PI2: How does ICT motivate the mathematics teachers to teach?; PI3: Do gender, age, and teaching experience influence the perceptions and motivations towards ICT?; PI4: How are the items of the indicators C.2 “ICT and Teaching” and C.4 “Motivation” related?; PI5: Is it possible to identify similar profiles among mathematics teachers?
2. Materials and Methods

This descriptive, quantitative, observational study [68] aimed to evaluate the effects of perceptions and motivation on ICT use by mathematics teachers in Melilla. The selection criteria for the study population were (1) residents of the AC of Melilla, (2) high school teachers, and (3) mathematics teachers. The sample obtained included 73 teachers (34.25% women and 65.75% men). The final sample collected covered all educational centers in Melilla and included 61 teachers, which accounted for 83.56% of the population, of which 34.42% were women. The sample differentiation by age was as follows: less than 30 years—8.20%; between 31 and 40 years—26.23%; between 41 and 50 years—40.98%; between 51 and 60 years—13.11%; over 61 years—11.48%.

The quantitative instrument was designed ad hoc with the following phases: (i) literature review; (ii) establishment of the dimensions of the questionnaire; (iii) formulation of items; (iv) validity of content through expert judgment; (v) validity of construction; (vi) reliability analysis [69]. The instrument was validated by experts to determine its reliability and validity values. The internal consistency of the obtained data matrix was also verified by checking the consistency of the items. The results are optimal since the Tucker Lewis index of factoring reliability was 0.965.

The full questionnaire totaled 107 questions and covered the dimensions of B. Mathematics and Teaching Practice; C. ICT in the Teaching Environment; D. Uses, Resources, and Mastery of ICT; E. ICT and Society. The majority of the questionnaire was configured ad hoc with closed 4-level Likert graduated items (1, none; 2, a little; 3, enough; 4, a lot). The 19 items analyzed in this study were related to the dimensions of the active methodologies applied by mathematics teachers, Teaching Practice, ICT resources, ICT in the classroom, ICT mastery, and ICT consumption on working days (Monday to Thursday). The questionnaires were administered to teachers during the third quarter of 2018–2019 in an online format through “Google Forms” to ensure reliable data collection and avoid bias.

Statistical power was calculated using the function “pwr.t.test”, with the following parameters: D = 0.77; sig.level = 0.05; power = 0.99; alternative = greater. We determined that 53 subjects were needed to detect significant differences.

Procedure

In the execution of inferential statistics, the outliers were corrected with the median of the corresponding column. Subsequently, once the variables under study had been converted to numerical variables, the Yeo–Johnson algorithm was applied to improve the normality of the data [70,71]. The variance inflation factor (vif) was less than 10 in all cases. Thus, it was not necessary to eliminate any of the variables of the study. The steps followed prior to the deployment of the cluster analysis were as follows: (1) centering and scaling of regressors other than binary ones; (2) calculation of the adjacency matrix; (3) pruning of the adjacency matrix in such a way that the diagonal had a value of 0; (4) elimination of duplicate relationships. For this, R Studio software was used.

The associations of each item with their indicators and corresponding dimensions, as well as the associated codes, are detailed in Table 1.
Table 1. Relationship between items, indicators, dimensions, and codes used in the questionnaire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.11</td>
<td>QUT</td>
<td>How old are you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.12</td>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.16</td>
<td>AED</td>
<td>How many years of teaching experience do you have?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dimension B. Mathematics and Teaching Training/Indicator B.2 Teaching Practice

| B.21 | ADA  | I adapt my teaching to what the student understands at all times |
| B.22 | AEC  | I am conscious of my students’ most common successes and errors   |
| B.24 | EAA  | I evaluate student learning in different ways                      |

Dimension C. ICT in the Teachers’ Environment/Indicator C.1 ICT Training

| C.13 | FTD  | I consider ICT training to be essential for teaching practices     |
| C.15 | DIU  | I consider proficiency in English to be necessary for the proper use of ICT |

Indicator C.2 ICT and Teaching

| C.23 | TMA  | I select technologies that improve student learning in a lesson     |
| C.24 | LTD  | I can teach lessons that adequately combine mathematics, technology, and teaching approaches |
| C.25 | TMC  | I select technologies to use in the classroom that improve the content I teach, the way I teach it, and what the students learn |
| C.26 | MDE  | Within the classroom teaching materials, I use strategies that combine content, technologies, and teaching approaches from which I have learned |
| C.27 | CCT  | I take the use of ICT into account in the marking criteria          |
| C.28 | UHD  | I use digital tools to carry out the assessment, tutoring, and/or monitoring of the students |

Indicator C.3 ICT Resources

| D.32 | DAT  | I use the tools or software on the interactive digital board to teach mathematics classes |
| D.33 | DRT  | I use virtual learning environments (Moodle, Webct . . . ) to teach mathematics classes |

Indicator C.4 Motivation

| C.41 | MTD  | I am motivated by the use of ICT in the classroom because it makes my teaching easier |
| C.42 | MTT  | The use of ICT in the classroom motivates me because it simplifies my work (content preparation, exams, . . . ) |
| C.44 | MTA  | I am motivated by the use of ICT in the classroom because it improves the academic results of the student body |

First of all, it is necessary to address the first objective of this study. For this purpose, the Mann–Whitney U test—more specifically the Wilcoxon rank sum test with continuity correction—was used, since there were two independent groups (men and women) that acted as the ordinal variable regressors or predictors. In order to determine the necessary sample size in the case of significant gender differences, variable DIU was used (I consider English proficiency to be necessary for the adequate use of ICT). The reason for this was that it is necessary to use two variables for this type of analysis, and the exposed results were carried out on the variable with a lower p-value, that is, DIU (n = 53.88963; d = 0.77; sig.level = 0.05; power = 0.99; alternative = greater). The Mann–Whitney U test was used because the samples were independent and because the given variables were ordinal.

3. Results

The results of the Mann–Whitney U test showed gender differences only for variable DIU (“I consider English proficiency to be necessary for the adequate use of ICT”) (W = 259.5, p-value = 0.008222) and MTT (“The use of ICT in the classroom motivates me because it simplifies my work (content preparation, exams, . . . ”) (W = 307, p-value = 0.04564). Responding to the research
question PII: Does the sample obtained allow detecting significant differences? The findings revealed that to detect significant differences, 53 subjects needed to be required, a sample size that is smaller than that of the study sample. The outcome was 99% with a confidence level of 95%, which indicates that if we were to repeat the study, relevance would be obtained 99% of the time. These are ideal results considering that, generally, the appropriate outcome level is 80%.

However, in the analysis of the profiles of mathematics teachers, all variables included in the study were determined based on the scales used in the questionnaire. The descriptive results are shown in Table 2.

### Table 2. Descriptive results shown by level of the independent variable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUT</th>
<th>AED</th>
<th>ADA</th>
<th>AEC</th>
<th>EAA</th>
<th>FTD</th>
<th>DIU</th>
<th>TMA</th>
<th>LTD</th>
<th>TMC</th>
<th>MDE</th>
<th>CCT</th>
<th>UHD</th>
<th>DAT</th>
<th>DRT</th>
<th>MTD</th>
<th>MTT</th>
<th>MTA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0:16</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The coding of the scores were as follows: for QUT (0. less than 30 years; 1. between 31 and 40 years; 2. between 41 and 50 years; 3. between 51 and 60 years; 4. more than 61 years), for AED (0. less than 1 year; 1. between 2 and 5 years; 2. between 6 and 10 years; 3. between 11 and 20 years; 4. more than 21 years), and for the rest of the items (0. not at all; 1. little; 2. rather a lot; 3. a lot).

In Table 2, it can be observed that 67.21% of the mathematics teachers surveyed in Melilla were under 40 years of age, and 62.30% had less than 6 years of teaching experience. In addition, when the items related to the ICT and teaching indicator were analyzed, it was observed that an average of 50% of the teaching body responded “little or none” to TMA (I select technologies that improve student learning in a lesson), TMC (I select technologies to use in the classroom that improve the content that I teach, the way of teaching it, and what the students learn), LTD (I can teach lessons that adequately combine mathematics, technologies, and teaching approaches), and MDE (Within the classroom teaching materials, I use strategies that combine content, technologies and teaching approaches from which I have learned), while for CCT (I take the use of ICT into account in the marking criteria), the response was 73.77%, and for UHD (I use digital tools to carry out the evaluation, tutoring and/or monitoring of the students), it was 34.43%.

For the motivation indicator, 19.67% of teachers responded “a little or not at all” for MTT (I am motivated by the use of ICT in the classroom because it simplifies my work (content preparation, exams), 27.87% responded this way for MTD (I am motivated by the use of ICT in the classroom because it facilitates my teaching work), and 47.54% for MTA (I am motivated by the use of ICT in the classroom because it improves the academic results of the student body.) In relation to the variable FTD (I consider ICT training to be essential for teaching practices), only 9.83% responded “little or not at all”.

Regarding ICT resources, 81.97% of mathematics teachers responded “rather a lot or a lot” for DRT (I consider that I have sufficient ICT resources at home for my daily work), and 47.54% gave this response for DAT (I consider that I have sufficient ICT resources in my classroom for my daily work). From the point of view of teaching practice, 95.08% respond highly for ADA (I adapt my teaching to what the student understands at all times), which was in line with the 96.72% who gave this response for AEC (I am conscious of my students’ most common successes and errors) and the 83.61% who gave this response for EAA (I evaluate student learning in different ways).

Statistical analyses (Figure 1) revealed significant positive correlations between TMA (I select technologies that improve student learning in a lesson) TMC (I select technologies to use in the classroom that improve the content I teach, the way of teaching it, and what the students learn), MDE (Within the classroom teaching materials, I use strategies that combine content, technologies, and teaching approaches from which I have learned), and LTD (I can teach lessons that adequately combine mathematics, technologies, and teaching approaches). In addition, other less significant associations were observed between TMC and MDE and between MDE and LTD. In summary, there is
a significant correlation between all of the items of the indicator C.2 ICT and Teaching. On the other hand, the low correlation with UHD shows that the evaluation and monitoring of students with digital tools is not associated with teaching.

However, very weak correlations were found between the variables of the study. It is worth highlighting the correlations between FTD (I consider ICT training to be essential for teaching practices) with UHD (I use digital tools to carry out the assessment, tutoring, and/or monitoring of students) and between AED (teaching experience) and EAA (I evaluate student learning in different ways). These results can be interpreted as the evaluation and monitoring of students with digital tools is associated with the training in technologies of indicator C.1 ICT Training and that the teaching experience correlates with indicator B.2 Teaching Practice. In both cases, the correlations are weak.

In response to the research question PI4: How do the items of the indicators C.2 ICT and Teaching and C.4 Motivation relate? When the indicator C.2 ICT and Teaching was analyzed, weak correlations are observed with the items MTA (I am motivated by the use of ICT in the classroom because it simplifies my work (content preparation, exams, . . . )), and MTD (I am motivated by the use of ICT in the classroom because it makes my teaching easier) for the C.4 Motivation indicator. That is, the weak correlations between the indicators C.2 ICT and Teaching and C.4 Motivation show that motivation does not explain the use of technologies by the mathematics teacher.

Regarding the research question PI3: Does gender, age, and teaching experience influence perceptions and motivations towards ICTs? Note that there were no significant correlations between the C.2 ICT and Teaching indicator and gender, age, or teaching experience. It also did not correlate with FTD (I consider ICT training to be essential for teaching practices) or DAT (I consider that I have sufficient ICT resources in my classroom for my daily work). Similarly, no relationships were observed between the C.4 Motivation indicator and gender, age, or teaching experience. On the other hand, no significant correlations are observed between the indicator C.3 ICT Resources with the rest of the indicators in the study. This result can be interpreted as having ICT resources does not explain the

![Figure 1. Correlations between the variables of the study.](image-url)
motivation of the mathematics teachers in Melilla towards technology. It is neither associated with teaching practice or training. Similarly, motivation is not associated in a significant way with ICT training. This is the answer to the research question PI2: How do ICTs motivate mathematics teachers to teach?

The previous results do not allow us to differentiate the teachers’ profile based on gender, age, and teaching experience. Then, PI5: Is it possible to identify similar profiles among mathematics teachers? In order to identify teacher communities, the following figure of networks unsupervised (Figure 2) is proposed. Due to the sample obtained in the present study, neurons have not been used, but networks’ unsupervised analysis (Edges) have, using a Threshold. As a result of lost data, data were initially imputed using the random forest algorithm. Then, these data were focused and scaled using the R Studio “recipe” function and a training group with 85% of the data selected. This percentage was used due to the sample size. It is noted that the algorithm used was networks unsupervised analysis due to the multitude of dependent variables. That is, there was not a single dependent variable in the input. This situation was considered for Figures 1 and 2. The unsupervised analysis is used because we do not know a priori the number of groups that are going to be formed. Secondly, the adjacency matrix was calculated, and it was pruned in a way that there were 0 diagonal elements and an edge limit of 99.6% was set. The figure acquired was obtained from “prep corr matrix for tbl graph”. The H2O algorithm was used to validate this process.

The results of the clustering analysis through networks unsupervised analysis allowed for the identification of five communities of mathematics teachers in the Autonomous City of Melilla, although, communities 1 and 2 were the ones that presented the highest level of consistency. Communities 1, 2, and 4 were the most significant. In other words, teachers are well grouped into these three clusters.

This figure was displayed for two purposes: to identify the teachers’ communities and their compaction, as seen in the cluster concentration. Then, to distinguish several clusters, Figure 2 was implemented to determine which subjects belonged to each group. In order to analyze the most

![Figure 2. Math teaching community network. Networks' unsupervised analysis for the sample of the study.](image-url)
prominent clusters in the previous figure, a partitioning around medoids process was carried out (see Figure 3). The reason for this was to determine which participants formed each group.

![Cluster plot](image)

*Figure 3. K-Means. Partitioning around medoids.*

In order to develop the previous networks unsupervised analysis and to see it accurately, Figure 3 (K-Means) was developed. This shows the complete concrete cases identifying each individual. The yellow cluster corresponds to the black cluster of the networks unsupervised analysis, and the gray cluster corresponds to the red cluster, with both of them being the most compact clusters. Cluster 4 in Figure 2 correspond to cluster 1 in Figure 3. It was observed that the clustering was not consistent and identifying subjects that belonged to three clusters simultaneously would tend to offer ambiguous conclusions.

In Figure 3, the profiles of the mathematics teachers can be seen, that is, the individuals who scored similarly in the study were identified. A more compact cluster indicates a teaching community that is easier to group than another. It is interesting to examine the teacher communities to compare these results with those displayed in the previous networks unsupervised figure. One of the new features of this study was determining the IDs of the participants who took part. To this end, these findings will be critical for the development of effective individualized and personalized action plans that affect the professional competencies shown by teachers. However, to know the characteristics of each group requires a case study that analyzes the specific characteristics of the members of each cluster.

4. Discussion

In the present study, 81.97% of mathematics teachers surveyed claimed to have sufficient ICT resources at home, and 47.54% claimed to have sufficient resources in the classroom for their daily work. These statements are in line with data from the Ministry of Education and Vocational Training Statistics on ICT resources in classrooms, which revealed that more than 90% of classrooms have a wireless internet connection. In addition, 60.1% of classrooms have SDI, and the average ratio is 1.9 teachers to a computer [1]. A report on ICT equipment and its use in Spanish homes indicated that 90.7% have Internet access and 80.9% have a computer at home [72].
However, in relation to the C.2 ICT and Teaching indicator, 50% of teachers responded “little or not at all” for the indicators TMA, TMC, LTD, and MDE, while 26.23% and 65.67% responded “a lot or rather a lot” to the indicators CCT and UHD, respectively. These data suggest that teachers’ perceptions of technology and teaching experience influence the use of ICT when teaching mathematics in the classroom. The literature postulates that the figure of the teacher is fundamental for the adequate integration of ICT in the teaching of mathematics [15]. Likewise, the results for the item CCT revealed that a large percentage of teachers do not take ICT into consideration in their mathematics marking criteria. Melilla’s mathematics teachers can be considered as belonging to group 3 in terms of integrating technology in the classroom. That is, they only use dynamic representations of problems to show mathematical relations [10]. Instead, teachers use digital tools for student assessment and monitoring. In this sense, the literature maintains that the teaching body has sufficient pedagogical content knowledge to evaluate student learning from a broad perspective [73]. However, it is necessary to reflect deeply on teachers’ marking criteria and the need for adequate training in this regard [74].

Regarding teaching practices, 95.08% of teachers surveyed affirmed that they adapt their teaching to students, 96.72% stated that they are aware of the most common types of successes and errors, and 83.61% stated that they evaluate student learning in different ways. Among the mathematics teachers surveyed in this study in Melilla, 73.77% were over 30 years old and 83.61% had more than 1 year of teaching experience. It has been postulated that teaching experience is associated with the use of effective teaching methodologies, albeit with a traditional approach, and there is a certain reluctance towards the incorporation of technology into teaching practices [26,59]. In relation to this, previous studies have shown generally low values in preservice teachers, with little experience in using methodological strategies to teach mathematics and use marking criteria appropriately [75]. The convenience of using other instruments to improve teaching functions has been emphasized [76].

However, the high scores obtained for the motivation indicator by mathematics teachers is worth noting. A total of 80.33% of the teaching staff affirmed that they feel very motivated by ICT because it facilitates their work, 72.13% stated that it facilitates their teaching practices, and 52.46% stated that it improves the academic results of the student body. In this sense, the most effective teachers establish pedagogical connections between contents and technologies through instrumental genesis [11]. In addition, 90.17% stated that they consider ICT training to be essential for teaching practices. Similarly, [27] affirmed that teachers are motivated if they receive support from the Educational Centre, considered as institutional determinants in the didactics of mathematics [2]. In contrast, a lack of support, especially from the management team, combined with low motivation on the part of the students, is associated with the burnout of teaching staff and abandonment of the teaching role [25]. Nevertheless, in line with the results for the indicators MTA and FCD used in this study, various authors have proposed that the use of ICT improves student learning and performance [23,43].

However, positive but weak correlations were observed between the ICT and teaching indicator and the motivation indicator. In other words, motivation does not explain the use of technology by the mathematics teacher. These results could be explained by taking the profiles of the mathematics teachers surveyed into account. We found that 83.61% of those surveyed had more than one year of experience and 67.21% were under 40 years of age. Conversely, the literature maintains that the age of mathematics teachers is negatively correlated with their use of ICT. In general, experienced teachers do not incorporate ICT into their lessons to improve their educational practice [19]. A previous study considered training to be the most important factor in determining the integration of ICT into the classroom due to its impact on teachers’ perceptions of technology and the improvement of digital competence [77].

Other less significant associations were observed in the present study between TMC and MDE and between MDE and LTD. The results of recent studies suggest that the use of ICT by teachers is conditioned by the availability of technological resources and their quality [16]. However, other findings show that, despite the availability of technological resources, teachers continue to use traditional
methodologies [30] and do not take advantage of the potential of IWBs because they do not clearly see the benefits of their use [47,50] or of their pedagogical potential for teaching [48]. In the present study, a significant correlation is observed between virtually all of the items of the indicator C.2 ICT and Teaching. However, the low correlation between FTD and UHD shows that the evaluation and monitoring of students with digital tools is associated more with ICT training than with teaching, with the correlation being weak.

On the other hand, the analysis between the indicators of the present study does not show significant correlations between the indicator C.3 ICT Resources with the rest of the indicators of the study. This result may explain that the fact of having ICT resources does not motivate Melilla’s mathematics teachers to use technology. It is neither associated with teaching practice or training. Instead, there is a relationship between motivation and training in ICT. The available evidence postulates that one of the factors that influences the use of ICT is its perception by teachers [23] and whether they have a positive attitude towards its use in the classroom [21,28]. In addition, [21] argued that new teachers use ICT more frequently than teachers with more experience. In the present study, the positive responses of mathematics teachers to the motivation and perceptions of training indicators suggested that these factors are more relevant than teaching experience. For this reason, strong correlations appeared between the selection of technologies as a pedagogical tool due to their impact on learning, the transmission of content, and the influence on the teaching of mathematics. In line with the above, [28] postulated that a positive attitude towards technology in general facilitates learning and encourages the use of ICT by the teacher inside and outside of the classroom.

In the present study, no significant correlations were found between the ICT and teaching indicator and gender, age, or teaching experience. The above variables were not correlated with ICT training for teaching practices. However, recent studies showed a positive correlation between having less teaching experience and the use of technological resources in the classroom [21]. Similarly, a negative correlation was observed between teaching experience and digital competence and use of ICT in the classroom [26]. Age has been shown to be an influential variable when predicting ICT use, but teaching experience did not show a significant correlation with it [23]. In addition, several authors observed significant positive correlations between age and technostress present in teachers [55,78].

Regarding gender, men have been shown to have greater use of IWBs [20], greater efficacy towards solving technical problems, and greater confidence in the use of ICT [64]. For this reason, specific teacher training programs that reduce this inequality are recommended [66]. In contrast, a recent study on teachers’ perceptions and uses of technologies, covering 13 countries, showed that gender differences are not significant in terms of the pedagogical use of ICT [63]. The findings of several studies showed no gender differences associated with technostress [54,55]. In the present study, correlations were not observed between the motivation indicator and gender, age, or teaching experience. However, it has been determined that motivation is negatively correlated with teaching experience, which, in turn, conditions the integration of ICT into teaching methodologies [26].

In relation to the results shown in Figures 2 and 3 of neural networks, related profiles of mathematics teachers were identified in these clusters. The use of such clusters would allow the initiation of customized vocational training programs that are appropriate to the teachers’ competency profiles. The findings postulate that by classifying teachers based on their digital competence, effective learning environments that encourage the use of ICT in teaching practice can be designed and pedagogical strategies can be expanded [79]. In addition, having effective training actions would reduce the stress on teachers by strengthening the actions of specific technostress inhibitors such as digital literacy, technical support, and the promotion of active participation [54,55,80]. Support programs include training in the didactics of mathematics and in the use of its tools and resources [5], training to improve the digital competence of mathematics teachers [77], and to encourage women’s participation, thereby reducing the gender gap associated with technology [66].
5. Conclusions

This study has demonstrated the possibility of defining different clusters of mathematics teachers according to motivational and competence profiles in the pedagogical and digital areas. This information is essential for the design of personalized training and teaching support programs appropriate to the needs of teachers and to reduce the effects of technostress in teachers.

Referring to the general profile of mathematics teachers in Melilla, young teachers with some teaching experience were found to have a positive perception of technologies with high scores for the indicator regarding motivation toward ICT, because it facilitates tasks, benefits the teaching function, and improves the students’ performance. In addition, teachers stated that they consider ICT training to be essential for the teaching function. No correlation with teaching experience was found. In contrast, the methodological approach of mathematics teachers is generally traditional with little use of ICT to teach mathematics. In addition, teachers stated that they did not contemplate the use of ICT by their students in their qualification criteria. In this study, no significant gender differences were found.

One of the main limitations of the study regards the items analyzed and the nature of the questionnaire. However, this point was also a strength as it allowed an interdimensional analysis of the teaching staff. Another limitation of the study is the lack of information provided by network analysis on the characteristics of the subjects. The size of the study could be considered to be another limitation that could have affected our ability to generalize the results and the robustness of the conclusions obtained, but the statistical power indicated that the sample is representative. Nevertheless, due to the sample size, there are certain limitations to the generalization of the second conclusion. On the other hand, the context and approach of the study, the statistical analyses used, and the usefulness of the results obtained are strengths.

Finally, the results encourage further study on professional training and an in-depth analysis of teaching and digital competence from a different perspective. A proposal for future studies is to contrast the method used in the present study, with a LIME analysis, to obtain more complete information on the profiles of mathematics teachers. The most direct practical application is the design of effective personalized training programs focused on high-content teachers that reduce technostress among this group whose role is fundamental in teaching.
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